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ABSTRACT

Several determinants of reproductive success of male three-spined sticklebacks, Gasterosteus aculeatus L., have been identified in the laboratory under semi-natural conditions. The impact of these determinants in natural populations is largely unknown. Here we analyse some determinants of reproductive success in natural Dutch stickleback populations and compare them with those obtained in a laboratory study of van den Asen (1967). Although we fail to affirm a positive correlation between territory size and aggression, the determinants of reproductive success revealed in van den Asen's study are shown also to be of importance under natural conditions. Superior reproductive success is associated with large territory size and males with large territories suffer less egg predation. An enhanced likelihood of nest entering by ripe females occurs right after creaping through and this male behaviour is observed more frequently in males with relatively large territories. Further, ripe females are more apt to enter a nest that already contains eggs, and this is not a result of changes in the male's courting through the presence of eggs in its nest. The functional significance of some behavioural patterns like creaping through, sneaking and egg predation is discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

Polygyny inevitably involves a great variation in male reproductive success. There are many ways in which a male can increase his reproductive output. The array of possibilities may vary greatly among species and also between populations of one species as a result of the interplay of different forces of natural and sexual selection. The two alternative approaches to studying determinants of reproductive success, field and laboratory research, are not essentially different
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from each other. The laboratory lends itself better to experimentation. On the other hand, in order to judge the impact of different determinants of reproductive success on fitness one is ultimately committed to the natural habitat.

One advantage of the three-spined stickleback, *Gasterosteus aculeatus* L., as an experimental animal in behavioural ecology is that it can easily be studied both in its natural habitat and in the laboratory under semi-natural conditions. Its ethology is well-known (e.g. Woodton, 1976) which facilitates both the planning and interpretation of experiments. In males, in the laboratory, superior reproductive success was found to be associated with large territories (van den Assem, 1967; Black, 1971; Li & Owings, 1978), concealment of nests (Sargent & Gebler, 1980; Sargent, 1982), low levels of aggression (Ward & Fitzgerald, 1987), or the presence of eggs in the nest (Ricklefs & Reichert, 1981; Jameson & Colgan, 1989). In female choice experiments, in the laboratory, females preferred red-throated males over non-red males (McPhail, 1969; Semler, 1971), larger and over smaller males (Rutowand, 1989), or males with more intensively red breeding coloration over less intensively coloured males (Milmanski & Bakker, 1993; McLean and McPhail, 1990). Though feasible, studying male reproductive success and its determinants in the field is less easy and accordingly less field studies have been published. Those present seem to confirm the results of laboratory experiments with fish of corresponding populations and have led to the recognition of some additional determinants of reproductive success. A new element revealed in the field studies is the greater fitness of males nesting early in the reproductive season (Kynard, 1978; Mon., 1990). Further, superior reproductive success was associated with nesting in sheltered habitats (Moore, 1972; Kynard, 1978; Mon., 1990), nesting in deep water (Kynard, 1978; since in this population, which was also studied by Semler, 1971, red-throated males nested in deeper water than non-red males, this association might be attributed to the female mating preference for red males), or small territory size which was paralleled by low levels of aggression (Fitzgerald, 1983; Fitzgerald & Wooten, 1985). The latter correlation is in seemingly contrast with the reverse correlation found in some laboratory studies. However, it was established in a heterogeneous habitat with three stickleback species breeding sympatrically.

There is an obvious need for more field data. A detailed knowledge of stickleback behaviour in different natural populations may help to refute putative laboratory artefacts. Uncomprehended behaviour displays observed under laboratory conditions have recurrently been viewed as artefacts. Examples are diversionary displays (P.
Sevenster, personal communication) which are a common phenomenon in some stickleback populations (Whoriskey & Fitz-Gerald, 1985; Foster, 1988; Foster, submitted) and aborted nest entries by seemingly ripe females (Jansen & Colland, 1989) which also frequently occur in nature (Foster et al., in manuscript).

The present study was set up to verify, in a natural Dutch stickleback population, van den Assem’s (1967) findings obtained in the laboratory. In short, some main results of his study relevant for the present study were: 1. that territory size was positively correlated with the number of attacks initiated by the owner; 2. that owners of large areas were more successful in courtship than their rivals in smaller territories. The probability of getting a female into the nest was correlated with absolute territory size; 3. that stealing of eggs was the major factor causing egg-losses. Nests in small territories suffered more from egg-stealing than nests in large areas. Stolen eggs were safe if a full clutch, obtained by courtship, was added later on.

To facilitate comparison, the collection and analysis of data was, whenever possible, focused on similarities with van den Assem’s study. The present paper reports some determinants of reproductive success in the natural situation. The functional significance of some behavioural patterns like creeping through, sneaking and egg-raiding is also discussed. Additional aspects will be treated in forthcoming papers (Foster et al., in manuscript; Goldschmidt et al., in preparation; Goldschmidt et al., in manuscript).

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The sticklebacks used in this study belonged to freshwater populations that were monomorphic for the low plate morph (forma Iarre, sensu Barker & Sevenster, 1988). Observations were made in two small ponds one at each of two trout cultivation stations some 15 km apart, one (dimensions: 40 x 50 m) located at “’s Smallert”, Ermst (near Vaassen) and the other (dimensions: 150 x 50 m) at “de Zwaanspreng”, Apeldoorn, the Netherlands. The ponds were fed with water from brooks. The migration of sticklebacks between the ponds and brooks was limited. The two populations studied were probably not completely isolated from each other. In both ponds sticklebacks nested within and outside vegetation consisting of Glyceria maxima. To permit observation, the selected study sites had little or no vegetation. The bottom was sandy in both ponds. A: “’s Smallert”, observations began on 26 April 1978, less than two weeks after the onset of nesting, and continued until 20 July 1978 when only one nest remained. Observations were made at “de Zwaanspreng” from 20
July to 6 September 1978, from 26 July to 8 September 1981 and from 10 to 15 June and 17 to 21 July 1985. Observations were made from the shoreline. All selected nests were located in water one meter deep or less. Males in the sexual phase or at least still ready to court females were observed. Two observation methods were used. In the first, observations were usually made on only one courting male on a given day and the focal male was observed for 2-9 h. At 't Smallest' 144 h of such observations were made on 21 males, and at 'de Zwanenpogq' approximately 130 h on 20 males. At 'de Zwanenpogq', an additional 108 h of observations were made on 56 courting males. Only one courting of each male was used for the analysis of this dataset. Details of aggressive interactions, sneaking behaviour and courtship were recorded.

Estimates of the territory size of nest owners were made by averaging the distances from the nest to the nest of the three nearest neighbours. When there were no rival males' nests within a radius of 150 cm, this value was used as the average nearest neighbour distance.

Estimates of the number of aggressive encounters in which a nest owner was involved included the number of attacks (including biting and pursuit), intention attacks and threat movements directed at rival males and those directed by rivals at the focal male. The analysis of the relationship between aggression and territory size was based on the number of intention attacks per hour initiated by the focal male on rivals as well as those initiated by rivals on this male. Interactions for which it was unclear which male had initiated the interaction were excluded from the counts. Interactions with non-conspecific fishes other than juvenile perch were extremely rare. Interactions with invertebrates (snails, leeches) and tadpoles have not been analysed.

In the analysis of courtship, the following stages were distinguished: 0 = no courtship activity, 1 = courtship initiated, 2 = female reaches the nest entrance; 3 = female enters nest, 4 = female spawns. We estimated the following transition probabilities: (1) the likelihood of initiating courtship given the appearance of a female with an extended belly, viz. a ripe female (P01 = P10), (2) the likelihood that a female with whom courtship had been initiated reached the nest entrance (P12), (3) the likelihood that a female at the nest entrance entered the nest (P23) and, finally, (4) the likelihood that a female in the nest spawned (P34). Thus P01 x P12 x P23 x P34 gives the likelihood of courtship success, if P01 = 0, P14 = 0, P24 = 0. Indeed, the latter three transitions did not occur.

Details on the analysis of sneaking behaviour and mate choice by females will be published in forthcoming papers (Goldschmidt et al., in preparation; Goldschmidt et al., in manuscript).
RESULTS AND COMPARISONS WITH DATA OBTAINED IN THE LABORATORY

Aggressive Interactions

A preliminary analysis was made of the aggressive interactions between focal nest owners and other sticklebacks as well as juvenile perch. Three categories of interactions were distinguished: (A) interactions between two rival males not immediately preceded by an interaction between one of these males and another stickleback or juvenile perch, (B) interactions between a nest owner and an intruder (possibly a juvenile perch) not being a nesting neighbour, (C) interactions between two rivals immediately preceded by an interaction of one of these rivals with a third stickleback or a juvenile perch. The total number of aggressive interactions per hour at "a Smaller" (13.5) was much smaller than at "de Zwaanspreng" (76.2). At "a Smaller" A- and B-interactions both formed a large fraction of the total number of aggressive interactions, while C-interactions occurred less frequently (Table I). At "de Zwaanspreng" B-interactions were predominant over A- and C-interactions (Table I). The observations at "de Zwaanspreng" were carried out later during the season, at a time when juvenile sticklebacks which had been born earlier that season were frequently in the running territories.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interaction type</th>
<th>&quot;a Smaller&quot;</th>
<th>&quot;de Zwaanspreng&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n/total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>977</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>789</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1049</td>
<td>13.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A more detailed analysis of the A-, B- and C-interactions revealed that 97.7% of the B-interactions at "de Zwaanspreng" were encounters with juvenile sticklebacks (Table II). At "a Smaller", interactions with settling males were a more frequent type of B-interactions, both in an absolute and relative sense. Also C-interactions at "de Zwaanspreng" were usually caused by a preceding...
| TABLE II |

Subdivision of the in Table I classified A-, B-, and C-types of aggressive (non-courtship) interactions of males in the sexual phase at "1 Smalfont" (Sm) and "de Zwansparel" (Zw). For explanation of interaction types see text.

<p>| A-interactions, i.e., aggression between rivals (a and b) in the following situations: |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Male a or male b sneaks</th>
<th>Male a and/or male b in borderline area</th>
<th>Male a attacks male b in centre of its territory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>n/h</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sm</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zw</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| B-interactions, i.e., aggression against the following territorial intruders: |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ripe female than flies after first approach</th>
<th>settling</th>
<th>juvenile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>male</td>
<td>n/h</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sm</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zw</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| C-interactions, i.e., aggression between rivals after preceding aggression against: |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>neighbour male</th>
<th>ripe female that has been counted or not</th>
<th>settling</th>
<th>juvenile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>male</td>
<td>n/h</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sm</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>14.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zw</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
interaction with a juvenile, while at "'t Smallerit", females and settling males were the most common cause of C-interactions between rivals.

Most A-interactions at both localities occurred when one of the two rivals dwelt in the borderline area between the neighbouring territories. Much less common were interactions between a nest owner and a sneaking rival. Attacks by a nest owner on a neighbour which remained in the centre of its own territory were relatively uncommon too. However, such interactions were frequently seen shortly after the former male had successfully courted a female. A sudden increase in the level of aggression after a male has acquired a clutch of eggs has also been documented in the laboratory (Sevenster-Bol, 1962).

**Aggressiveness and Territory Size**

In order to acquire a territory and maintain it, male sticklebacks have to behave aggressively towards rival males. In a stable rival situation in the laboratory, the number of aggressive interactions initiated by a nest owner and the size of his territory showed a significant positive correlation (Van den Assem, 1967). In our field population "'t Smallerit", however, a negative correlation was found between territory size and the frequency of attacks initiated by the owner (fig. 1). Also, the number of attacks initiated by rivals, directed towards the focal male, was negatively correlated with the territory size of the focal male (fig. 1). Males with small territories were therefore more often involved in aggressive interactions, initiated both by themselves and by their neighbours. Van den Assem's (1967) laboratory study suggested also that males with small territories were often targets of aggression by neighbouring males.

**Courtship Success and Territory Size**

The transition probabilities of the successive courtship stages were analysed in relation to territory size (fig. 2). The likelihood of initiating courtship (P01) was not correlated with territory size (fig. 2a). In the laboratory, the P01 has not been estimated quantitatively, but presumably approached 1.0, since females were selected on readiness to court. In contrast to this, in the field a fairly large fraction of females with extended bellies seemed not to be able to withstand the male's attack and fled or swam away (P01 combined for the 17 focal males: 0.38). The likelihood that a female reached the nest entrance given courtship initiation (P12) was significantly positively correlated
with territory size (fig. 2b). This seems in accordance with the findings of Van den Assem (1967), who found that the average time between the introduction of a female and her first arrival at the nest entrance was significantly longer in the small territories. Furthermore, territory size showed a significant, positive correlation with the likelihood that a female at the nest entrance entered the nest (P<.01; fig. 2c), which agrees with Van den Assem's (1967) findings. The likelihood that a female spawned once she had entered the nest (P<.01) did not differ significantly among territories of different size (fig. 2d). Combining the transition probabilities of the successive courtship stages reveals a highly significant positive correlation between territory size and courtship success (fig. 2e); thus, females preferred to spawn in nests of males with large territories.
Fig. 2. Transition probabilities (P) in courtship of focal males (n = 17) as a function of territory size. Courtship is divided into the following successive stages: 0, no courtship activity while female present; 1, courtship initiated; 2, female reaches the nest entrance; 3, female enters nest; 4, female spawns. Indicated are the number of cases in the initial stage of the transition. The multiplication of transition probabilities (graph e) is an estimation of the likelihood of courtship success given the appearance of a ripe female. r, is the Spearman rank correlation coefficient.
Functional Aspects of the Creeping-through Cycle in Relation to Courtship

The first time that a male creeps through (CT) the nest marks the transition between the nest building phase and the sexual phase. From that moment onwards, the male is ready to court a female. The behaviour pattern is a common element in male courtship: directly after CT the male has a relatively high tendency to zigzag and a relatively low level of aggression (Stevenson, 1961; Nelson, 1965; Hart, 1978). Under standard conditions in a tank (stimulation by a ripe female confined in a glass tube), a male in the sexual phase creeps through the nest with intervals of strikingly constant duration (Nelson, 1965; Hart, 1978). But, if a ripe female is presented to a male until he has crept through and is subsequently removed, the male will creep through in such a way that the duration of the subsequent inter-creeping through intervals (ICTI) increases geometrically.

CT was frequently seen in the field. The duration of the CTI was much less predictable than it was under standard conditions in a tank. This is not surprising since interactions with sticklebacks other than ripe females (and non-conspecifics) continually disturbed the male. Moreover, the availability of ripe females fluctuated through time. In the seven smallest territories, 23 CT's were observed during 2422 min of observation (0.57 h). In the seven largest territories, the frequency of CT was 1.6 times as high, viz. 0.92 h (43 CT's were observed during 2924 min). This difference is in accordance with van den Assum's findings (1967). He found that the probability of CT related to the total duration of courtship was 2.3 times higher in the large territories than in the small ones. Since in the present study both courtship success and the frequency of CT were higher in the relatively large territories, CT (or a correlate of CT) might lead to courtship success. An analysis of the relationship between courtship success and the time since the last CT, revealed that the likelihood of observing a female that enters and spawners was highest in the first five min after CT and then declined (fig. 3a: \( r_1 = -0.84, p < 0.01, 1\text{-tailed} \)). The same trend is found if replicate observations (of different CT cycles on single males) are included (fig. 3a: \( r_1 = -0.83, p < 0.01, 1\text{-tailed} \)). By far the most courtship successes occurred right (within one min) after the act of CT (fig. 3b: \( r_1 = -0.82, p < 0.06, 1\text{-tailed} \)). If courtships in which a female entered but did not spawn are also taken into account, the enhanced likelihood of entering just after CT is even more pronounced (fig. 3a: \( r_1 = -0.86, p < 0.01, 1\text{-tailed} \); fig. 3b: \( r_1 = -0.98, p < 0.03, 1\text{-tailed} \)). Thus CT (or a correlate of CT) increases the likelihood of courtship success, although it is unclear how this result is achieved (more vigorous courting, less aggression, more attractive...
Fig. 3. (a) Timing of successful copulations after emergence through (CT). Data of 18 males collected at +1. Smaller and -1. Exemplifying. (b) Males at the rear live dominance after CT.
coloration, open nest-tunnel, female better informed about the location of the nest-tunnel, etc.). One would therefore expect that sexually active males will creep through the nest as soon as a ripe female appears or has been found. Within the limitations of the CT cycle, this is precisely what happens. The appearance of a ripe female increases the likelihood of CT, or, shortens the ICTI. However, after CT there is a refractory period during which CT does not occur again, even if a female passes the territory. Exceptional in this respect is the small fraction of males that creep through the nest for a second time and sometimes even more often than that directly after a CT. After this sort of multiple CT event, a refractory period follows. It had originally been presumed that these so-called 'maniacs' do not occur in nature. In the laboratory, maniacs were not observed in fishes that had been kept under winter conditions (Severenster & 't Hart, 1974). However, at 't Smaller' and 'de Zwaanprent', maniacs did occur (from 28 males of which at least one CT was observed, four males showed one or more double CTs. In total, 13 CTs of maniacs were observed of which five were double). The phenomenon deserves some attention since there is tentative evidence that this Mendelian-inherited trait (Severenster & 't Hart, 1974) correlates with reproductive success; six out of 30 females (20%) with which courtship had been initiated by maniacs spawned in their nests, while in males of which no double CT was seen, only 26 out of 432 (6%) courted females spawned (chi² = 6.48, df = 1, p < 0.02, 2-tailed).

Sneaking and Egg Raiding in Relation to Territory Size

In several fish species a separate category of smaller and/or non-territorial males attempt to gain access to females by sneaking and thus try to steal fertilizations from males which had claimed females through male-male competition. Apparently, these individuals apply an alternative reproductive strategy (e.g. Gross, 1982, 1985; Konings- Brown, 1986). In contrast to this, three-spined sticklebacks apply a mixed strategy. Each individual nest owner is at the same time a potential sneaker. Sneaking in three-spined sticklebacks was first described by van deem Assen (1967). Near the border of its territory, a male may suddenly freeze and then slowly sink to the bottom while losing to a great extent the breeding coloration he had. His body coloration changes into a cryptic pattern. Then he creeps virtually millimeter by millimeter towards a neighbouring male. In the vicinity of the neighbour's nest, the male may then suddenly dash forward. Courtship is especially likely to elicit a sneaking attempt and, if a ripe female has just spawned in a rival's nest, a sneaker may attempt to fer-
tilize eggs either before the next owner has had the chance to release sperm, or after him. After such a fertilization attempt, the sneaker almost always tries to steal eggs which he brings back to his own nest. Usually, the sneaker returns several times to rob a mouthful of eggs (Van den Assem, 1967). Often these eggs are eaten (Van den Assem, 1967; Black, 1971; Wooton, 1971; Kyndt, 1978). In some populations, males do not steal fertilizations, although eggs are frequently stolen by sneakers and then eaten (Kynard, 1978). Finally, there are New World-populations in which sneaking has never been observed during several field-seasons (Goldschmidt et al., in manuscript).

At "*Smaller*" sneaking was frequently observed. These data will be treated more extensively elsewhere (Goldschmidt et al., in manuscript). In the seven smallest territories, a total of six successful courtships were observed on four males (one male had three successes). During five of these six courtships (three different males), sneakers were active and raided eggs. In the seven largest territories, 14 successful courtships were observed on five males. Three of these 14 courtships (two males) were followed by egg raiding. Thus males with small territories were more likely to become the victim of sneaking attempts and egg raiding than males with relatively large territories (Fisher exact probability test, p = 0.017, 1-tailed). This result is in accordance with Van den Assem's (1967) findings. Except in one case (1 out of eight cases) egg raids by sneakers were preceded by attempts to fertilize the clutch. In one of seven cases, the sneaker managed to pass through the nest before the next owner, but usually the sneaker came second (Goldschmidt et al., in manuscript). In the laboratory, sneakers fertilized a clutch much more frequently before the legitimate owner went through the nest, viz, in approximately half of the cases (Van den Assem, 1967).

**Functional Aspects of Sneaking Behaviour, Stealing Fertilizations and Egg Raiding**

The function of stealing fertilizations from a rival's nest seems obvious. In this way, a male can increase his fitness without more parental investment than that required by sneaking plus fertilization. Unfortunately, in the case of the steekeback, it has not been investigated whether and to what extent sperm competition occurs between successive ejaculations of different males. It does seem plausible to assume that the male which succeeds first in releasing sperm has (by far?) the greater share in fertilizations of freshly laid eggs. It would therefore pay for a sneaker to try and fertilize the clutch before the
nest-owner can do so. But even if he fails there, it may pay for a
sneaker to release sperm immediately after the nest-owner, because he
either may get some (minor?) share in fertilization of the current
clutch or a possible share of fertilization of the next clutch collected by
the nest-owner. It is not very likely that males are able to distinguish
between clutches that have been fertilized by themselves or others and
thus the legitimate owner of the clutch would take care even if all eggs
have been fathered by the sneaker. On these assumptions it is surpris-
ing that sneakers always steal and transport eggs to their own nest,
even if they have fertilized a clutch before the legitimate owner has
done so. The number of raised eggs is usually too small to prime
proper parental behaviour. In the laboratory, 74% (20/27) of the
males with only stolen eggs in their nests had empty nests on day five
of their cycle (van den Assem, 1967). At “t Smaller”, males who
had nearly completed a parental cycle had at least a hundred eggs in
their nest and usually many more (fig. 4a). Inspection of the nests of
males who had not yet definitely entered a parental cycle showed that
a fraction of nests contained from a few up to 37 eggs which at this
locality is likely to be less than a full clutch (fig. 4b). We suspect that
these eggs had been collected by raiding. In addition, there was a frac-
tion of empty nests and there were nests which contained at least one
full clutch. In populations where sneakers attempt to steal fertiliza-
tions, this behaviour and the subsequent raiding attempts at least
minimizes in frequency and often even stop completely in a male that
has obtained a clutch by courting a female (van den Assem, 1967; con-
firmed at “t Smaller”). These observations suggest a functional
relationship between egg raiding and the acquisition of eggs through
courting females. In recent years, it has been shown that, in several
species of fish in which the male bestows parental care, females prefer
males whose nests contain eggs. These studies were carried out par-
tially on sticklebacks (Ridley & Richter, 1981; Jameson & Colgan,
1989), and partially on other fish species (Constantz, 1985; Mar-
gonato & Biasza, 1986; Unger & Sargent, 1988; Gockel, 1989;
carried out sequential choice experiments in which females were
confronted with single males in isolation. In these experiments,
the likelihood of a female entering the nest, after ‘homing’ into it, was
higher if the nest already contained eggs. Ridley & Richter (1981)
concluded that females prefer to spawn with males whose nests contain
eggs. However, these authors did not satisfactorily rule out the
possibility that this preference might be partly caused by an effect of
the presence of eggs on the male’s courtship. Jameson & Colgan
(1989) extended the experiments of Ridley & Richter (1981) by
Fig. 4. Frequency distribution of the number of eggs in the nests at "the time of" of (a) 30 males at the end of the parental phase, and (b) 55 males, males in the sexual phase or in the beginning of the parental phase. An asterisk indicates nests in which the eggs were probably obtained by raiding.
testing female choice in rival situations (which are more likely to reflect the natural situation). Like Ridley & Reichert, Jameson & Colgan found that male sticklebacks which had recently courted success fully and had eggs in their nests, were preferred by females over males with empty nests. However, in contrast to Ridley & Reichert, these authors claim that female preference should more readily be attributed to differences in male courtship (more intensely courting and brighter coloration when the nest contains eggs) than to a direct effect of eggs on female choice.

In our field studies, courting females which nested into the nest entrance of males with nests containing eggs were indeed more likely to enter a nest with eggs. Ten out of 27 females entered a nest with eggs, while only two out of 31 females entered a nest without eggs (chi² = 6.47, df = 1, p < 0.01, 1-tailed). This result is in accordance with the hypothesis that female prefer males whose nests contain eggs, but again no control was made for possible differences in male quality (details in Goldschmidt et al., in preparation). Therefore, a series of female choice experiments in the laboratory was done in which carefully selected ripe females could choose between pairs of males visible behind a transparent wall. On the day preceding the experiment, one randomly assigned male of each pair had been given the opportunity to spawn with a female, while the other male had been given courtship experience. In our experimental set-up, females did not show a preference for males of either category, viz. with a clutch of eggs or with an empty nest. This suggests that the preference of females for males whose nests contained eggs can be attributed to a direct effect of the eggs on the female. This is in accordance with the conclusions reached by Ridley & Reichert (1981), but seems to contradict Jameson & Colgan’s (1989) results.

With regard to our conclusion, it is worthwhile to mention that, in the field, courtings were frequently aborted when the female had nested into the nest-entrance (Foster et al., in manuscript). At the Zwaanspreeg and the Smallest, the respective fractions of females which nested into the nest entrance and subsequently fled were 66.3% (59/89) and 67.9% (74/109). It is possible that females ‘sample’ males’ nests before making a definite choice.

A functional explanation for stealing eggs from a rival’s nest, irrespective of whether the sneaker has fertilized these eggs or not, may thus be that the presence of eggs in the nest increases the likelihood of further successes. Indeed, in the field, males often started courting females, but when they were not successful they would start sneaking at a certain moment. We had the qualitative impression that males which had been sneaking and managed to steal eggs often
courted successfully the next day. The question of whether males which stole their first eggs had, on average, a lower fitness than males which courted successfully without previous egg stealing is unanswered. If so, females might discriminate against egg raiders.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

In the natural stickleback population studied here, superior reproductive success was associated with a large territory size. This association resulted from a significant positive correlation between territory size and the likelihood that ripe females reached the nest entrance once they were courted by the territory owner and a significant positive correlation between territory size and the likelihood that ripe females entered the nest once they had reached the entrance. Further, the probability of egg-raiding by sneakiers after successful courtships was significantly lower in the relatively large territories. All the above results are in agreement with the results of van den Assem’s (1967) laboratory study on territoriality of Dutch male sticklebacks in a semi-natural environment. This shows the suitability of this species for experimental behavioural research in the laboratory.

The observed selective force in favour of large territories may not be the only sexual selection process operational (see Introduction). By selecting study sites with little vegetation we may have boosted similarity to van den Assem’s situations, but it may be said that a significant proportion of males nested in open, non-vegetated sites. We also did not measure some other male traits that could potentially influence reproductive success. The most obvious ones are body size and intensity of red breeding coloration. However, the present study was not aimed at analysing how males get large territories. Laboratory experiments showed that brighter red males from this population had better chances in claiming unoccupied sites than duller males (Bakker & Sevendier, 1983; Bakker, 1985, 1986). Size differences between the males were not very important for this dominance ability (Bakker, 1986). Successful artificial bidirectional selection for dominance ability showed the genetic involvement in variation of this male trait (Bakker, 1985, 1986). These selection experiments revealed two further interesting things. First, artificial selection was only successful in a downward direction, i.e. for decreased dominance ability, suggesting that selected variation for high dominance abilities in the natural situation (Bakker, 1985, 1986). Second, artificial selection resulted in a clear, correlated response of brightness of red coloration (Bakker, 1985, 1986). Females in other populations showed a preference for red (McPhail, 1969; Semler, 1971) or more intensely coloured red males.
(Milinski & Baker, 1990; McLennan & McPhail, 1990) and it is possible that such a female mating preference also exists in the present population. The reproductive advantage of males with large territories may therefore be primarily based on a female mating preference for males with intense red breeding coloration. Intense red males may have an advantage in male-male competition for territories and may thus gain larger territories. In this way, intrasexual and intersexual selection may supplement each other, because males with relatively large territories experience superior success both in courtship and in hatching (van den Assem, 1987; this study). Unfortunately, neither van den Assem quantified the intensity of the male’s red breeding coloration.

In addition, it was shown that the likelihood that ripe females entered the nest once they had reached the entrance was influenced by the presence of eggs in the nest (in the laboratory, van den Assem could avoid this complication). This was a direct effect of the eggs on the female and not an indirect effect mediated by changes in the male’s courtship behaviour when he has collected eggs in his nest (see also Golenischev et al., in preparation). This is in agreement with the conclusion of Ridley & Rechlin (1981), which has been criticized by Jamieson & Colgan (1989), but not with that of Jamieson & Colgan (1989). They claimed that males that had recently spawned courted more intensely. They seem to attach more importance to this non-significant \( p = 0.063 \), 1-tailed difference in courtship behaviour than to the more significant difference in brightness of coloration \( p = 0.03 \). In addition, courtship intensity and brightness of coloration were measured while both males (one without and the other with eggs in his nest collected 4-24 h before the test) were courting a ripe female in a container at the border of their territories before the female was released. The differences found in this way may not reflect actual differences in sexual motivation and brightness of coloration between the males, but may be influenced by the choice behaviour of the female in the container. Unfortunately, Jamieson & Colgan (1989) did not quantify female behaviour in this stage.

In the stickleback population studied here, territory size appeared to be significantly negatively correlated with the level of aggression between rivals initiated by the territory owner and rival males. This sharply contrasts with van den Assem’s (1967) finding of a positive correlation between territory size and the number of attacks initiated by the owner. The discrepancy between van den Assem's and the present study with respect to the relation between territory size and level of aggression might be explained by population differences. The fish used by van den Assem originated from an anadromous
population (polymorphic for the formae trachura, seminilus, and leucus; fig. 5) sampled at Den Helder (Netherlands), while we studied Dutca freshwater populations (monomorphic for the forma leucus; fig. 5 bottom). These different modes of life are accompanied by differences in an array of life-history and behavioural characters (Bakker & Feuth-de Bruijn, 1988; Bakker et al., 1988; Bakker & Feuth-de Bruijn, unpublished results) some of which may be responsible for the discrepancy between the two studies. Bakker and co-workers compared laboratory-bred and -reared offspring from wild-caught parents originating from van den Assem’s population and from “the Smallest”. In the freshwater population, brightness of male red breeding coloration was an important determinant of dominance ability, while this was not the case in the anadromous population. Territorial aggressiveness was significantly greater in males from the
freshwater population. There were indications for a larger territory size of males from the anomalous population. It is not clear how these population differences can cause the population difference in the direction of correlation between territory size and level of aggression, but it is likely that they have a bearing upon this correlation. In addition, in the present study, nest owners were observed at a later stage of their reproductive cycle than the males in the stable r¨oval situation in van den Assem’s study. At ‘‘1 Smaller’’ males in the sexual phase or the beginning of the parental phase were selected. Their mean attack rate was about 30 times lower than that of the laboratory males; mean number of attacks initiated by the owner ± S.D. in this study 3.1 ± 2.4 per hour (n=17) and in van den Assem’s (1962) study 23.0 ± 9.9 per 15 min (n=14). This might have had an influence upon the correlation between territory size and number of attacks initiated by the owner. Waning of aggression towards rivals once the territory borders have been settled has been well documented (e.g. van den Assem & van der Molen, 1969; Peerke, 1969; Peerke et al., 1969; Peerke & Verno, 1973; Rowland, 1980). Maybe, in general, no simple relationship exists between territory size and territorial aggressiveness. Dominance ability is a more likely determinant of territory size, but one has to realize that the way aggressiveness has been measured in van den Assem’s and this study is not a standardized measure of aggressive motivation. As in van den Assem’s study, the amount of space available to the males was limited by the dimensions of the tanks, the absolute territory sizes in his and our study cannot directly be compared. Nevertheless, the range of absolute territory sizes in the field fell within the experimental range used by van den Assem, although the latter was much larger in either direction. While the rhythmicity of creeping through (CT) the nest of nestowners during the sexual phase and correlated behaviour patterns have been extensively studied from a causal point of view (Nelson, 1965; ’t Hart, 1978, 1985; Sevensiter, 1960), functional aspects have so far been greatly neglected. Such a functional analysis should attempt to reveal both the function of the act of CT itself and the rigid rhythmicity with which it is performed. CT marks the transition in the animal from a relatively aggressive to a relatively sexual state (Sevensiter, 1961; Nelson, 1965; van den Assem, 1967; Wulz, 1975; ’t Hart, 1978). The act of creeping through has an effect on the pattern of moving about (Sevensiter, 1961; van den Assem, 1967; ’t Hart, 1978; T.G.’s field observation). After CT, the male tends to dwell more frequently near the surface and explores a larger area than before. Probably the male is in search of females. During CT, the colour of the male changes, becoming almost translucent in some places
(Sevénstr, 1961; Sargent, 1982; McLennan & McPhee, 1989). This may also have an effect on courtship success, since color cues play a major role in female mating preference (Milinski & Baker, 1990). In addition to the effect of CT on behaviour and coloration, CT may help to keep the nest tunnel in good shape; when it is made out of growing plant material (filamentous algae), CT may prevent the obstruction of the tunnel, and when it is made out of dead plant material, CT may prevent the accumulation in the tunnel of microorganisms and waste products that may affect the viability of future eggs. Furthermore, since CT is often seen during courtship, it may increase the likelihood that a female finds the nest entrance as soon as she has been led to the nest. Females rarely enter a male's nest without previous "leading" and "showing" by the male. Remarkably, most cases of nest-entering in the laboratory without the male's "showing" of the nest entrance were observed when he crept through the nest during courtship; at the moment he wriggled through the tunnel, the female dashed for the entrance and entered the nest (van den Assem, 1967; T.C.M.B.'s unpublished results). As CT resembles fertilization and both behaviours elicit nest-raisings, CT may deceive undetected sneak-ers (Sargent, 1982). In the present study, CT was observed more frequently in males with relatively large territories. Further, it was found, that right after CT the likelihood of nest entering by ripe females was enhanced.

The functional significance of the refractory period after CT, if there is any, is unclear. The importance of maintaining a favourable environment for embryo development and of keeping the nest-tunnel in good shape may set lower limits to the frequency of CT. For an event of low frequency, a regular occurrence might offer a better guarantee to avoid too long intervals than an irregular one (K. Kom- mler, personal communication). Further, regularity might be easier to achieve (causally speaking) than irregularity (P. Sevénstr, personal communication). No further suggestions have been made with regard to the possible functional significance of the rigid cyclicity of CT. Assuming that CT increases the likelihood that a male (1) finds a female by exploring the places where females dwell more intensively and/or (2) successfully courts females, the following hypothesis may be worthwhile investigating. CT with cyclicity guarantees that males regularly look for females. If there is a cyclicity in the availability of females and if the male's cycle can be attuned to this cyclical availability by a Zeitgeber, anticipation of males on the appearance of females seems possible. Such an anticipation may be crucial if there is male-male competition for ripe females. Males nesting in shallow tidal areas may be candidates to test this speculative idea.
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